
“I have worked with Miriam for many years now and have always found her to be easy to deal with and professional. She really 
knows her market and her candidates, so we trust that she will always come up with great candidates when we have roles to 
fill.”
Head of Legal – UK Asset Manager

‘‘Miriam offers an excellent service that goes above and beyond the normal expectations to offer carefully tailored and 
creative ideas’’
Head of Legal – UK Fund

‘‘Miriam has been instrumental in helping us achieve our resourcing needs by identifying top calibre candidates within a very 
short period of time. Miriam comes across as a very diligent and driven recruiter, with deep knowledge of the Legal market 
and great personal skills.’’
Director – UK Investment Bank

Client Testimonials 
Miriam Warburton | Director | Eximius Law



“Erik clearly understands what we’re looking for in candidates, and has successfully completed several search mandates across 
our core practice groups. We look forward to working with Eximius Law in the future.” 
US firm

“Erik is a pleasure to work with. He is responsive, attentive, and always goes out of his way to provide a timely, honest, and 
professional service. We recently instructed Eximius Law on an urgent search, and the team delivered a highly impressive 
shortlist at short notice, ultimately resulting in a successful hire.”  
Magic Circle firm

“Erik understands the offshore market well and delivers consistent results on our instructions. We particularly appreciate the 
regular updates on both onshore and offshore legal recruitment.”
Offshore firm

 

Client Testimonials  
Erik Rendahl  | Manager | Eximius Law



“Henry is a pleasure to work with. He is incredibly responsive, proactive and personable. He has helped us take on a number 
of fantastic lawyers that have slotted into the firm perfectly and currently performing well above their level.”
Magic Circle firm

“Henry has a very good understanding of the legal market. We have worked with him for just over a year now and have been 
thoroughly impressed by his knowledge, consistency, and approach. We have worked with Eximius for over 8 years and they 
are one of our leading suppliers.”
Silver Circle firm

“Henry is a fantastic recruitment consultant – he understands exactly what we are looking for and always introduces top 
candidates. We frequently come to him to find out what is happening in the market as he provides us with a detailed and 
well-rounded insight.”
Leading International firm

 

Client Testimonials  
Henry Hillier  | Consultant  | Eximius Law



“Lewis was extremely helpful throughout the whole process. He was able to find and secure the perfect candidate for us. Our 
new associate is excellent and we are grateful to Lewis for all his hard work”
Magic Circle firm

“Lewis is a polite, professional and tenacious recruiter. He has successfully introduced a number of associates which we have 
gone on to hire. He has a firm grasp on the legal market and provides top-quality advice.”
Silver Circle firm

“Lewis is an exceptional recruiter. He understands the needs of our business and appreciates the calibre of associates we look 
to hire. He consistently provides exceptional candidate on every search we mandate him on. I would highly recommend. .”
Boutique Litigation firm

 

Client Testimonials  
Lewis Hunt | Consultant  | Eximius Law




